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ABSTRACT
Recent shifts to microservice-based architectures and the supporting servicemesh radically disrupt the landscape of performance-oriented management tasks. While the adoption of frameworks like Istio and Kubernetes ease the management and organization of such systems, they do not themselves provide strong observability. Microservice observability requires diverse, highly specialized, and often adaptive, metrics and algorithms to monitor both the health of individual services and the larger application. However, modern metrics collection frameworks are relatively static and rigid.

We introduce ViperProbe, an eBPF-based microservices collection framework that provides dynamic sampling and collection of deep, diverse, and precise system metrics. We also contribute the observation that the adoption of a common set of design patterns, e.g., servicemesh, enables offline analysis. By examining the performance profile of these patterns before deploying on production, ViperProbe can effectively reduce the set of collected metrics, thereby improving the efficiency and effectiveness of those metrics. We describe this subset of metrics as the CriticalMetrics.

To the best of our knowledge, ViperProbe is the first scalable eBPF-based dynamic and adaptive microservices metrics collection framework. Our results show ViperProbe has limited overhead, provide an analysis of eBPF metric performance, examine Envoy’s metric performance profile, and show ViperProbe’s eBPF metrics were significantly more effective for horizontal autoscaling.

1 INTRODUCTION
Microservices are the result of a series of evolutions in distributed systems aimed to design more abstract, lightweight, flexible, and scalable systems for cloud platforms. The growth and rapid adoption of tools like Docker [4] and Kubernetes [17] quickly made container-based design an industry standard. These tools made deploying, managing, and developing microservice architectures tractable for companies. Following the growth of microservices, a series of design patterns and frameworks for managing large microservice deployments emerged. These patterns and tooling (i.e., Istio [10] and Linkerd [13]) are referred to as the servicemesh. The resulting servicemesh has significantly increased the velocity of code changes and deployment, the diversity and specialization of services, and the required coordination between services. The extreme number, heterogeneity, diversity and code-velocity of microservice components (i.e., services) significantly challenges traditional diagnosis and troubleshooting techniques [24, 39–41, 47].

In distributed systems, observability describes the ability to understand what, where, when, and why events took place in order to perform performance management, optimization, or debugging. Observability in distributed systems relies on three key tools: distributed tracing, metrics, and logs. Microservices dramatically scale the diversity and number of metrics in distributed systems [30, 69]. As such, there has been significant work [26, 70] aimed at understanding which subset of metrics are relevant for each task. It is generally understood that only a subset of metrics and traces are relevant for each performance management task (e.g. scaling, overload control, routing). These metrics which are central for performing management tasks effectively are the CriticalMetrics. The growing wisdom is that the constant code changes and number of metrics and components make offline analysis intractable, and the deluge of data requires metric sampling.

In this paper, we present ViperProbe, an alternative approach and platform for determining and instrumenting the CriticalMetrics for servicemesh systems. We build on the observation that while the servicemesh diversifies the underlying service, it also brings significant uniformity across the system. Specifically, many microservice deployments have adopted microservice design patterns (Section 2.2), which are in fact, more static and stable than the underlying services. The static, shared nature of these components makes them more amenable to offline analysis thereby reducing the complexity and overhead of online techniques.

In this work, we take the first step towards this vision by presenting a framework, ViperProbe, an adaptive eBPF
metrics collection tool for microservices. ViperProbe’s eBPF metrics provide deep visibility into system performance characteristics, and ViperProbe collects and monitors metrics at the service level. In this paper, we only demonstrate a subset of applications and leave the exploration of others for future work. There are two challenges in realizing ViperProbe: first, determining the CriticalMetrics is contingent on the specific combinations of microservices patterns, performance algorithms, and workloads. Thus, given the same container pattern but with different workloads or performance methodologies, we can expect different CriticalMetrics because the different workloads will exercise the code in different ways, and performance algorithms will interpret metrics differently.

Second, today, metrics collection is relatively rigid (Figure 1 Top); microservice frameworks usually collect all possible metrics, exposing them into an observability framework, e.g., Grafana, and then the performance algorithms determine the subset to use for analysis [25, 26, 38, 48, 70]. However, with our approach (Figure 1 Bottom), we plan to collect only a subset of the metrics initially with dynamic adjustments in real-time.

To tackle these challenges, ViperProbe builds on the flexibility of eBPF to dynamically enable and sample metrics. To the best of our knowledge, ViperProbe is the first scalable eBPF-based dynamic and adaptive microservice metrics collection framework. ViperProbe includes an offline search paradigm for analyzing patterns to determine the minimal but effective set of metrics, i.e., CriticalMetrics, for enabling runtime diagnosis of a service. ViperProbe uses the results of the offline analysis, i.e., the CriticalMetrics, to determine which metrics to activate initially. Additionally, ViperProbe was also designed to support online techniques, though, we leave the exploration of combined online and offline techniques for future work.

Our evaluation shows ViperProbe has between 10-15% CPU overhead running our entire set of implemented metrics. For latency overhead, our results show between 40-60% latency overhead at the 50th percentile, with negligible tail overhead at higher percentiles. In addition, we use ViperProbe to collect precise performance data which we use to perform statistical analysis of Envoy’s performance profile. Our results from Jaccard similarity tests and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests indicate Envoy sidecars share performance characteristics of both the attached service and other Envoy sidecars. Lastly, in our experimental application of ViperProbe for horizontal autoscaling, we found that ViperProbe greatly reduced failure rates (median reduction of 67%, Figure 14) using a subset of CriticalMetrics determined via k-Shape clustering.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section we present an overview of microservice and servicemesh architectures, discuss their design components, and outline observability challenges for them.

2.1 From Microservices to the Servicemesh

A microservice architecture is a loosely-coupled highly distributed system with individual, small services communicating through shared libraries or tooling. The microservice design philosophy is centered around independent, lightweight, and highly modular services. Several companies (Amazon [53], Microsoft [55], Facebook [54], Twitter [39], Lyft [54, 59], Uber [63], Netflix [40], Airbnb [41]) have adopted microservice patterns primarily for the following benefits:

1. Failure, resource, dependency, environment isolation
2. Greater abstraction with stricter APIs between services
3. Independent scaling, development, deployment, and replication of services

The result is a set of highly heterogeneous services running a polyglot of languages, with high velocity development and deployment [42, 47, 52, 64]. To achieve the loose-coupling and coordination, developers developed microservice design patterns to simplify microservice development. Unlike traditional code design patterns, which are guidelines and rules for writing code, microservices patterns are in and of themselves code components – in certain cases, the patterns are services themselves, e.g., DB-patterns – Redis or Postgres [21, 36].

The servicemesh describes frameworks [10, 13] and patterns for microservice architectures which provide communication, discovery, security, traffic management, observability, and replication.

2.2 Microservice and Servicemesh Design Patterns

Here, we discuss common microservice design patterns and their use. In Figure 2, we present a canonical servicemesh to illustrate the role of design patterns in modern microservices.

The gray boxes are developer code, and the orange boxes are microservice design patterns. These patterns are included.
2.2.1 Gateway. Microservices don’t utilize Enterprise Service Buses (ESB) as classic monolith architectures did [36]. Instead, often end-users communicate directly with services. Gateways are used to provide uniform access and control to these internal services without requiring separate teams to implement ingress/egress themselves. Clients issue requests to replicated Gateways who then pass those requests directly to services. Gateways provide authentication (Open Policy Agent), encryption (TLS, mTLS), traffic management, and observability for microservices [21]. Two popular Gateways are Envoy [5] (configured to be front-edge) and Ambassador [1].

2.2.2 Sidecar/Proxy. The sidecar proxy pattern is an isolated, co-located process that runs alongside each microservice in the servicemesh [32]. The proxy redirects all external network communication through it in order to provide serialization, security, encryption, logging, configuration management, and service discovery [22]. By using proxies, independent teams can develop their services using the POSIX network stack and then deploy alongside the proxy. The proxy then can communicate with other proxies, thus enabling inter-service communication. Netflix and Facebook forgo the use of a separate process and instead use a shared library which provides similar benefits and is generally more efficient. The library approach, however, requires developing the shared library for each language/framework in the servicemesh and thus is less general. A popular sidecar proxy, developed by Lyft and used by Istio, is Envoy [5] and is the primary proxy explored in this paper.

2.2.3 Operator. Operators [15] are a recent addition to Kubernetes which enable developers to specify service configurations which are then automatically managed by a Kubernetes operator pod. Microservices are generally stateless and thus traditionally use highly available data stores such as Cassandra, MongoDB, Redis, Postgresql, and MySQL. Operator pods manage custom resource definitions (CRDs) of these data stores in order deploy them as clusters and manage their operational challenges. When deployed on a servicemesh, these data stores often have Envoy or a similar proxy injected by Kubernetes for communication with other services. As these data stores are often unmodified, their performance profiles on the servicemesh are similar to their offline, classic profiles which have preexisting research.

2.2.4 Orchestration. The highly distributed and fragmented design of microservices requires more thorough orchestration and choreography among services to implement features like transactions, overload control, or versioning. Often the orchestration pattern requires both a coordinator and shared API among services, but it also can be implemented solely via shared APIs which is referred to as choreography. We share a few examples of orchestrator tools here.

Distributed Sagas: In classic transactional databases, a Saga [49] was designed to break long running transactions into smaller ACID compliant transactions. The technique has been adapted by Twitter for its servicemesh to enable ACID-like semantics for servicemesh requests which span multiple independent services [59]. For Distributed Sagas, a central coordinator service splits incoming requests into independent backend requests and applies Two-phase commit like semantics with those requests in order to transact the single request.

Versioning: At Uber, as a result of the high number of dependencies between services and the high-speed, independent development of those services, API consistency between services was challenging. Thus, they built DOSA [63], a shared API which enforces schema consistency between services by having all services use a shared proxy. Unlike Distributed Sagas, this example does not use a coordinator but rather utilizes shared proxies in order to enforce API consistency.
**Overload Control**: WeChat developed a tool DAGOR [74] to perform load shedding when servers are overloaded. Like DOSA, each microservice is co-located with a DAGOR agent which adds metadata to inbound/outbound requests to communicate with upstream and downstream DAGOR agents as services fail. Using the state information communicated with other agents and shared business logic, DAGOR agents shed lower priority load when servers are under heavy load.

**Takeaway**: Unlike developer code (i.e., gray boxes), the patterns (i.e., orange boxes) are more static and more rigid. To illustrate this point, in Figure 3, we present CDFs of the time between releases for several patterns. We observe that while the different patterns have different release frequencies, they are often released every few weeks, which is radically different from studies that show that developers push changes to their microservice codebase multiple times a day [42, 52, 64]. This static and rigid codebase is more amendable to offline analysis because of its more gradual updates. We also note that some patterns, the Operator, in particular, already have bodies of work. Thus, translating offline performance of these patterns to the servicemesh is easier than that of their underlying services. Lastly, we recognize the density of these patterns, in particular the sidecar pattern, enables such offline analysis to apply to large portion of deployed code.

2.3 Observability Challenges

The extreme loose-coupling, scale, and diversity of microservices significantly complicates performance management. As a result, there is a growing body of research on microservice tracing [46, 57, 68], reliance testing [28, 51], and metric/log debugging [26, 48, 70]. At the center of this discussion is the concept of observability.

The core fundamental components of observability in distributed systems are tracing [11, 19, 46, 57, 68], metrics [25, 38, 48, 70], and logging [60]. The challenges for distributed observability are collecting data at-scale and applying semantics to the data that enables actionable inferences. At two major servicemesh adopters, Netflix monitors more than 1.2 Billion [30] unique metrics and Uber monitors more than 700 Million [69]. The servicemesh introduces further challenges for microservice observability, some of which we highlight here:

1. Increased diversity of the services increases the variety of instrumentation and resulting metrics
2. The extreme hyperscaling of microservices explodes the volume of metrics, traces, and logs
3. Complex request paths and routing (Figure-5 & Figure-6) makes localizing, and qualifying “normal” performance characteristics exponentially more challenging

Today, tracing is largely used for localization, which allows DevOps (Developer-Operators) to narrow their focus to a subset of metrics and logs to analyze. In this work, our main focus lies in metrics — more specifically, making metrics collection more dynamic and adaptive. The more common way to tackle the microservice challenges is to sample the data. Unfortunately, sampling leads to a loss of information and, thus, DevOps may be unable to detect problems [54]. Given this loss of information, when DevOps detect a problem, they turn off sampling. In fact, many production-grade monitoring systems provide a special “watershed” mode where the DevOps can turn off sampling and collect unsampled data [54].

**Figure 5: Netflix [40] and Twitter [40] Architectures**

**Figure 6: Simplified Uber Call Graph [63]**

2.4 Not All Metrics are Equal

Intuitively, the notion that a subset of metrics are more important than others is not a fundamentally new idea. However, most contemporary approaches [26, 48, 70], generally capture all metrics and then determine the important subset to analyze at runtime. A key often overlooked fact is that the overheads of metrics collection is a function of the type, number, and instrumentation for the collected metrics. In the area of microservices, this is especially relevant. The extreme diversity of services results in a polyglot of metric tooling thereby increasing metric complexity. Thus, being...
able to narrow and limit the metrics collected to a subset can be beneficial for performance. To illustrate this point, in Figure 4, we classify eBPF metrics collected by ViperProbe and present their overheads. The key observation is that while some metrics can be “always-on” due to their lightweight nature, e.g., Disk-related metrics, other classes of metrics are prohibitively expensive to constantly collect, e.g., network or scheduling. In Section-3.1, we further discuss how not all metrics are equally relevant to particular services beyond their inherent overhead differences.

2.5 eBPF

Linux Berkeley Packet Filters have undergone extensive improvements in the recent years (Linux Kernel 3.15+ and 4.15+) bringing them to the forefront of kernel tracing and metric collection. Linux’s extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF) feature enables developers to run small, static programs attached to kernel functions (kprobes), kernel tracepoints, or userspace functions (uprobes). Kprobes and tracepoints have existed in the Linux kernel since the early 2000s, however, recent advances made writing more complex programs easier and more practical. eBPF can be compiled by compilers GCC and LLVM from classic C into bytecode which is then injected into the kernel. Generated programs must pass eBPF verification before being loaded. Verification enforces strict constraints such as fixed stack size, reduced instruction set, no floating point arithmetic, and no loops. Programs must be verifiable in time and correctness as to not crash the kernel or unnecessarily slow the kernel. Importantly, eBPF supports shared data structures between user and kernel space in order to pass information between programs and user processes. Facebook uses eBPF for TCP-Tuning, L-4 load balancing, and DDOS protection [67, 75]. More broadly, eBPF has been applied in cloud computing for security [43, 45], network optimization [37, 72], virtualization [23, 29], and monitoring [9, 27, 44, 62].

3 DESIGN

Our vision for ViperProbe diverges from comparative techniques [26, 48, 70] which capture all metrics, and rather, focuses on determining the set of CriticalMetrics offline coupled with online adaptation. With the changes outline in Section-2.3 we argue the collection of all metrics is untenable. Intuitively, by reducing the breadth of metrics and instead moving towards depth the associated performance of management tasks also improve (Section-5.4.1). Our discussion in Section-2.4 further motivates, however, not all metrics share equal performance cost. As such, the goal of CriticalMetrics identification is to balance achieving the precision needed to optimally performance manage while finding the minimal cost metrics.

There are two key challenges for identifying the CriticalMetrics:

(1) A search algorithm for identifying metrics
(2) An offline framework for enabling this search algorithm

3.1 CriticalMetrics

As outlined in Section-2.3, the explosion in heterogeneity, scale, and complexity of metrics makes the collection of all metrics untenable. Intuitively, by reducing the breadth of metrics and instead moving towards depth the associated performance of management tasks also improve (Section-5.4.1). Our discussion in Section-2.4 further motivates, however, not all metrics share equal performance cost. As such, the goal of CriticalMetrics identification is to balance achieving the precision needed to optimally performance manage while finding the minimal cost metrics.

There are two key challenges for identifying the CriticalMetrics:

(1) A search algorithm for identifying metrics
(2) An offline framework for enabling this search algorithm

3.1.1 Identifying CriticalMetrics. The algorithm for identifying the CriticalMetrics can be naive (e.g., brute-force or domain-specific), statistical (clustering [70] or correlations [26]), or based on machine learning (e.g., DeepLearning [48]). Other techniques [58, 73] use metrics provided by the application, or framework (e.g., Kubernetes, OpenShift, Istio) as their performance indicators. We leave a thorough treatment of appropriate algorithms for future work. In our current prototype described in Section 4, we use k-shape [61]
clustering to perform offline analysis to determine the CriticalMetrics. Results from Sieve [70] and Pythia [26] demonstrated their tools were most effective when scoping to metrics more specific than traditional CPU utilization or request queue length. It is intuitive that metrics tied to the specific critical path of each service are more useful for managing those services. In our application of ViperProbe in Section-5.4.1 we used runq latency rather than CPU time to measure whether nodes were overworked. Thus, we suggest that CriticalMetrics generally are not high-level and require search algorithms to discover the more precise, effective metrics.

3.1.2 Offline Analysis Environment. The purpose of the offline framework is to allow specific microservice patterns to be tested and analyzed in isolation. In particular, this testing framework should support both representative workloads and microservices while allowing fast and efficient testing of different scenarios. The framework also must support a variety of measurements since different performance tasks (e.g., scheduling, debugging) have unique goals. Although the framework can be an emulator or simulator, these often lack fidelity. Alternately, testing in production can introduce effects for end users [24]. When running in production, testing frameworks can introduce performance abnormalities and this "observer effect" needs to be controlled [24]. In our preliminary prototype, we test using a replica of full production networks. Replicas avoid the challenges of simulators or testing in production, but can be expensive and cumbersome to replicate large production clusters. For ViperProbe, we replicate production for example microservice deployments.

3.2 Dynamic Metrics Implementation

While dynamics and adaptiveness are at the core of most recent efforts to enable efficient and scalable observability, in practice, many of the existing [26, 48, 70] efforts treat metrics as blackboxes, containing millions of different metrics. We find that this mismatch occurs because most monitoring tools lack fine-grained control over sampling rate, metric collection procedure, or behavior. Instead these alternative tools focus on techniques for interpreting the deluge of metrics. We rethink this approach, beginning with an examination of contemporary tools for kernel-level monitoring.

**Strace**: [18] is a Linux utility which can be attached to processes via Ptrace in order to provide diagnostic, debugging, and performance insights. Strace is limited to a subset of functionality like counts, and time-spent and natively only supports a subset of system calls. **Ftrace**: [20] was an early adapter of Linux kprobes, uprobes, and tracepoints. However, unlike other tracing tools, Ftrace is not programmable, and this severely limits the complexity and logic of metrics you can generate. The Ftrace API is primarily through the commandline, and is generally used for spot-tracing rather than long-lived tracing. **Sysdig**: [31] enables developers to apply tcpdump-like semantics for intercepting system calls and delivering the information to userspace. While developers can tune filters, they have limited programmability and are not able to dynamically enable or sample the filters. As of 2018, sysdig shifted to use eBPF to implement its system call redirection process [35]. **Dtrace**: [34] was created for BSD systems and offers a similar API to eBPF. It is programmable, and dynamic, sharing many of the same tracepoints and depth of eBPF. However, it uses its own D-language, which introduces a learning curve. **eBPF**: provides the depth of FTrace with the expressiveness of DTrace while offering a familiar API, the C language. Developers write small C programs which can be attached to kprobes, uprobes, or tracepoints, effectively covering the entire OS stack. eBPF also provides shared maps between user and kernel space which enables real-time bi-directional communication.

In our vision for ViperProbe, our goal is to discard the blackbox approach to monitoring and generating metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>System Data</th>
<th>Application Data</th>
<th>CriticalMetric Identification</th>
<th>Search Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ViperProbe</td>
<td>Instrument CriticalMetrics</td>
<td>eBPF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Offline Initially + Online Adjustment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[70] Sieve</td>
<td>Identify CriticalMetrics</td>
<td>OS Performance Counters</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subset</td>
<td>Offline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48] Seer</td>
<td>Root Cause for SLA Violations</td>
<td>OS Performance Counters</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ClusterID</td>
<td>Offline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26] Pythia (Vision)</td>
<td>Root Cause Analysis</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Offline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroRCA [73]</td>
<td>Root Service Analysis</td>
<td>Kubernetes &amp; Istio</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Offline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loud [58]</td>
<td>Faulty Service Localization</td>
<td>istat, sar, vmstat, free, ps, ping</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NMPv2c (Application Specific)</td>
<td>Offline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: ViperProbe Comparison with Related Tools
while providing flexibility, security, and usability. Given these goals, eBPF is the most appropriate of the current metric collection tools to provide depth and configurability. Existing eBPF-based monitoring projects [2] do not directly focus on long-term, adaptive monitoring. The dynamicity and configurability we envision for ViperProbe are not inherent to eBPF given its security and runtime constraints. Our efforts in Section-4 highlight the challenges we found using eBPF while instrumenting ViperProbe.

3.3 ViperProbe As a Part of Larger Work

In Table-1 we compare ViperProbe with similar microservice performance analysis tools. We argue ViperProbe builds on these works in a few capacities.

Only ViperProbe is built with the intention for dynamic tuning of metrics. Other works like MicroRCA [73], Loud [58], and Seer [48] start with a fixed set of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and analyze on that static selection. While tools like Pythia [26] and Sieve [70] attempt to identify the CriticalMetrics online or offline, neither perform both. With ViperProbe we propose a new technique for offline analysis, but at the same time, design the tool to enable dynamic online adjustment. In this paper, we do not explore ViperProbe for online analysis and instead focus on initial offline analysis. However, we believe that ViperProbe’s support for both offline and online analysis is unique and an area for future work. Lastly, we believe that ViperProbe’s eBPF metrics provide deeper visibility than classic performance counters, and are consistent across applications. Many of the tools in Table-1 use application specific metrics or traces [48, 58, 70], while ViperProbe’s implementation is agnostic to the application. We believe ViperProbe is the first distributed eBPF-based metric tool aimed at microservices.

We leave the identification algorithm for ViperProbe as unspecified and leave that for future work as we use multiple algorithms as part of our evaluation, highlighting ViperProbe’s flexibility.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

Our prototype of ViperProbe was built in python using IO-Visor’s [2] BCC tools for instrumenting eBPF probes. We use gRPC [7] for communication between the Controller and Worker nodes, and then use Kafka as our data collection agent. For our storage and visualization of the metric data, we used Postgres [16] and Grafana [6]. We implemented the metrics outlined in Table-2 for our prototype.

4.1 Orchestration

ViperProbe is tightly coupled with Kubernetes, relying on the Kubernetes API for node discovery and pod deployment information. The ViperProbe Controller loads a configuration YAML provided offline by developers. The ViperProbe Controller then sets a watch on the Kubernetes API for the pod resource to track new, relocated, or terminated pods, updating Worker configurations accordingly.

4.2 eBPF Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Can Be Sampled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>cputime (on/off)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>runqueue latency</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>cache ratio</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>kernel page fault</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>user page fault</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>tlb flushes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>i/o size</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>i/o latency</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>send bytes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>recv bytes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>tcp retransmissions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>tcp retransmissions (syn/ack)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dns</td>
<td>dns latency</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: ViperProbe Metrics
4.2.1 Container Centric Design. Per the vision of ViperProbe, we attach and attribute metrics per-container running on each node (Figure-8). We implement this by tagging kernel events by the current process ID namespace. By default, Docker containers isolate their processes by setting the container PID as the PID namespace. Thus, ViperProbe Workers read out eBPF maps and translate PID namespaces to container ID’s using /proc before pushing the data to Kafka.

Another challenge we faced with container-centric design was that eBPF programs are attached at the system (or cgroup) level. Thus, a naive implementation of ViperProbe would attach probes purely at the system level, effectively eliminating performance gains of container filtering. Provided we could not attach eBPF programs at finer granularity, our approach was to write config information into eBPF maps. On invocation, ViperProbe eBPF programs read a config, using the current PID namespace as the key, from shared maps and then either return if disabled, sample if sampled, or run normally (see Algorithm-1). This approach enables selective monitoring per-container, but does incur some additional overhead we discuss in Section-4.3. ViperProbe does not attach probes, however, if no local containers are collecting a metric.

4.3 Sampling

Sampling intuitively is commonly used by observability tools to reduce the volume of information, while preserving the shape [11, 46, 57]. Sampling was the most challenging component of ViperProbe to efficiently implement in eBPF. Here, we present potential implementations, discuss our choice, and then discuss future improvements for eBPF.

Naive: The naive solution for sampling in eBPF is to hard-code sampling configurations into each eBPF program. Under this model, eBPF probes would immediately return without running any logic for a fixed percent of invocations. This solution is static, but is easy to implement and efficient.

Pre-compiled: A potential improvement on the Naive solution is to compile a number of sample-fixed versions of the eBPF programs. To implement this version, ViperProbe would load multiple copies of an eBPF program with different sampling rates hard coded in each version. The first issue with this approach is that ViperProbe would have to attach and detach eBPF probes frequently, potentially degrading performance. Second, this option (and the previous) implements system-wide sampling, and does not support container centric design discussed in Section-4.2.1. This solution is more configurable and just as efficient as the naive option, but is more complex to manage with continuous eBPF program enabling/disabling.

Config Maps: The method which ViperProbe implements (Figure-8) is writing sampling rates to the container configuration maps. Unlike the two previous options, this option requires reading out the config for the current PID namespace, but enables both container centric design and sampling. Further, this solution uses a single eBPF function and does not require dynamic attachment, or rewriting of eBPF programs at runtime. Though, this method is less efficient due to the additional cost of looking up the PID namespace in the config maps, but is more flexible.

Dynamic-Compiled: This approach combines the Pre-Compiled and Config Map ideas to dynamically build eBPF programs. In this method, ViperProbe would embed the current config map in eBPF programs and re-attach them at runtime. This approach avoids looking up rates in eBPF maps, but adds additional instructions and complexity to the eBPF program itself. It also would result in many more eBPF program attachments and detachments, which can be costly operations. While we believe this would be faster than ViperProbe’s Config Map, it adds significant management complexity.

The central challenge which all these approaches attempt to handle is that kprobes, uprobes, or tracepoints are always invoked. This is because kprobes are implemented by inserting a trap into the bytecode of kernel functions. As a result, attaching a kprobe in a high-frequency path like tcp_send or sched_switch can introduce severe overheads (Section-4.4) regardless of the eBPF program speed. These sampling procedures, outlined above, attempt to reduce the impact by making many of these invocations quick. Yet, regardless of these optimizations, attaching probes in high-frequency paths is expensive. Thus, we propose that kprobe(tracepoint native sampling be explored in order to enable efficient eBPF in these high velocity areas.

4.4 eBPF Overheads

Generally, eBPF is regarded a lightweight, low overhead tool for monitoring. While this holds true in industry where
Facebook and Netflix currently run 40 and 10 eBPF programs per server [50]. Running eBPF programs in the critical path (scheduler, tcp) of services or on high frequency events (page faults, scheduler) can result in considerable Response Latency and CPU Utilization overheads. Our approach to limiting overhead focuses on Sampling (Section 4.3) and minimizing the number of attached probes. Optimizing ViperProbe’s eBPF programs is further discussed as future work in Section 6.

5 EVALUATION

Our evaluation of ViperProbe considers several aspects of the project. First in Section 5.1 we evaluate the overhead introduced by running ViperProbe on a servicemesh. Then, in Section 5.2 we evaluate the costs for particular metrics, and evaluate the effectiveness of ViperProbe’s sampling. Our discussion in Section 5.3 uses data from ViperProbe coupled with statistical techniques to provide analysis on the behavior and patterns of Envoy [5] sidecars used by Istio [10]. Last, in Section 5.4 we apply ViperProbe for performance management use cases and compare it to baseline techniques.

Experimental Setup: All our experiments are performed on Amazon EC2 with 1 master of 8 vCPU and 16Gb of memory and 5 nodes of 8 vCPUs and 16Gb of memory. We deploy Google’s microservice Hipster Shop [3], using Locust [14] to simulate load.

5.1 ViperProbe Overhead

We considered two particular aspects of ViperProbe when evaluating the tool’s overhead. First, we looked at CPU utilization while running ViperProbe to collect all metrics with services under load. Second, we evaluated end-to-end latency differences when ViperProbe was running and collecting all metrics. We show the results (Figure 9 & Figure 10) of Hipster Shop running with 1800 users and ViperProbe collecting all metrics. We observe that Figure 10 indicates significant latency impact around the 50th percentile, but diminishing, negligible overheads at higher response percentiles. Our explanation for this behavior is that for median response times, ViperProbe probes contribute to slow and impact response times, but for higher percentiles, the relative fixed cost of these probes is dwarfed by external factors which contributed to the response delay. Latency overhead is particularly sensitive to the application, and our experiments found CPU overheads were more consistent. We attribute the modest CPU overhead mostly to our implementation running python, which is highly inefficient, and discuss alternatives in Section 6. In our evaluation of sampling, we saw a minimum of 3-5% CPU overhead across all metrics, which we thus attribute to the system as written python. We believe future work can reduce this significantly by switching to C or C++.

5.2 Sampling Overhead

For this experiment, we examined the performance of ViperProbe sampling, and present finer-grained overheads for a subset of the metrics. Our experiment deployed the Hipster Shop, simulating a load of 1800 users. We record the median latency and CPU overheads in Figure 11. The figures indicate that generally sampling has a minimal effect in reducing overhead. We view that this result confirms our discussion in Section 5.2 on the challenges inherent to eBPF-based sampling. Specifically, these results motivate future work optimizing eBPF in high-velocity paths, including the possibility of support for native sampling.

5.3 The Cost and Performance of Envoy

A prominent contribution of this work is the observation of Microservice Design Patterns (Section 2.2). Here, we focus on the most common pattern, the sidecar proxy pattern. Our evaluation of this pattern begins by exploring the similarity and differences between the performance of services and their Envoy sidecars. Identifying performance similarities...
among services and sidecars highlights opportunities where initial offline analysis can generalize across the servicemesh. Consequently, areas of dissimilar performance can be targeted with online techniques.

5.3.1 Jaccard on k-Shape Clusters. In this experiment we performed k-Shape clustering for each service and sidecar deployed on the servicemesh. We clustered 18 unique metrics into 3 clusters and computed the Jaccard similarity between clusters to identify similar clusters among services and sidecars. The k-Shape clustering algorithm clusters metrics by metric shape similarity. By evaluating the similarity of clusters between services and sidecars, we can determine the viability of applying offline analysis among services/sidecars to reduce metric counts similar to Sieve [70]. We present a few observations from the results of the experiment:

1. The similarity between distinct services was low, unsurprisingly, and thus implying the need for specialization.

2. While Istio-injected sidecars performed similarly for some metrics (i.e Disk) their behaviors varied among other metrics (i.e. Runq and Network Bytes). Despite providing the same aggregate functionality, the service behavior impacts sidecar behavior further highlighting the need for initial, specific offline analysis, coupled with online monitoring, and dynamic tuning.

3. A few unexpected services (i.e. Ad + Product, Frontend + Shipping) clustered similarly. This clustering indicates these services may share similar sets of CriticalMetrics, although the thresholds and reasons may be dissimilar. We also see this result as an opportunity for future work to possibly colocate services with similar metric profiles.

### Table 3: K-S Test Results (# significant different)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Service-Sidecar (11 total)</th>
<th>Services (55 total)</th>
<th>Envoy (55 total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runq</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On CPU</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off CPU</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send Bytes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recv Bytes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk I/O Size</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk I/O Latency</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.2 Kolmogorov–Smirnov Tests. Next we looked to identify the similarity of single metrics across the servicemesh. We performed two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov [12] tests on the distributions of each metric, comparing services and sidecar. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test evaluates whether two distributions are drawn from the same reference distribution. In our tests, a significant (P-Value < 0.05) result indicates the distributions are not drawn from the same distribution. Two sample Runq Latency distributions are show in Figure-12. We present heatmaps of the P-Value tests in Figures-13, and counts of significant results in Table-3. The heatmaps, specifically the top-left and bottom-right quartiles, help visualize the comparative frequency of significant results between services vs. services and envoy vs. envoy.

From the significant results (Table-3) we present the following conclusions. Along the CPU performance axis (runq, on, off time) service performance profiles diverge in 20-63% of cases. While, Services only diverge in <20% of cases with their co-located sidecars and sidecars only diverge in <38% of comparisons with other sidecars. We view that this apparent contradiction confirms that sidecar performance is the result of both the service and Envoy itself. Thus, sidecars share combined characteristics of both their co-located services and other sidecars resulting in lower differences than independent services.

On the Network axis, there as well are consistent patterns. We observe that Services vary less than with CPU performance and that Sidecars vary more. Though, we note there were no instances where sidecars performed differently from their co-located service. This is not entirely surprising to us since sidecars themselves modify and communicate over the network. Thus, this dimension presents as less similar among Envoy instances, though still only 26-44% of sidecar comparisons were significantly different.

The Disk dimensions is unsurprising as sidecars rarely use the disk and our deployment did not include any disk-heavy services. Further, disk events are much less frequent than CPU or Network and thus are tougher to see significantly different distributions.
Together, we believe these results reinforce the following conclusions:

(1) Independent services generally have unique performance profiles.
(2) Rarely do services and their associated sidecar have dissimilar performance profiles.
(3) Rarely do sidecar performance profiles vary (though their accompanying services may).

5.4 Use Cases

5.4.1 Autoscaling. Next, we demonstrate the benefits of the CriticalMetrics by applying them to horizontally autoscale services.

To do this, we compare generic Kubernetes autoscaling [8] using 50% CPU and Memory utilization against a specialized version of autoscaling based on our CriticalMetrics. The specialized version sets thresholds on the metrics identified as CriticalMetrics. To identify the CriticalMetrics, we employ k-Shape [61] clustering for each service coupled with offline analysis. We list the identified CriticalMetrics in Table-5.

In Table- 4 we present the results of autoscaling, we observe that ViperProbe results in fewer replicas in all services except the recommendation services. For the recommendation service, we observe that ViperProbe allocates over 200% more pods.

In analyzing the servicemesh application, we observe that the recommendation service is a critical bottleneck which is used by many other services (recommendations appear on every page served). Thus, this is the service that should be scaled and not the others (e.g., FrontEnd or Currency) which are being over scaled by Kubernetes.

To illustrate this point, in Figure 14, we explore the number of HTTP500 errors which arise when a request fails due to a lack of resources. In particular, we focus on the request types that leverage the Recommendation service. We note that ViperProbe’s specialized metrics allows us to significantly reduce the number of errors. We anticipate that with more fine-tuned system, i.e., better thresholding, we can further reduce these errors.

In these experiments, fine-grained, tailored metrics from ViperProbe better predicted service failure and identified crucial bottlenecks thus enabling preemptive scaling of the appropriate services such as the Recommendation Service.
6 DISCUSSION

General Observability: Our work takes the first step towards using “patterns” to inform and guide the use of metrics in diagnosis tasks. We believe that similar insights can be used for distributed tracing [11, 19, 46, 57, 68] where “design patterns” can help to localize and improve techniques that explore or analyze traces. Included in this observation is our stress for the need for stronger unity among metrics, tracing, and logs in servicemesh systems.

Broader Offline Analysis: In addition to code-oblivious approaches to analyzing “patterns”, we envision that programming languages can be applied to the patterns. In fact, recent work [56] has demonstrated success in using language techniques to analyze software that make up several of the operator patterns. We are interested also in the inverse where knowledge about the set of events from a pattern can be used to limit the exploration for non-pattern code [33].

Effectiveness of Building on Patterns: Although patterns only constitute a small fraction of the general deployment, their use in critical locations, e.g., sidecars, provide us with a strong anchor point for placing constraints and bounds on the potential behavior of other components. We are interested in further understanding how the characteristics of other patterns uniquely inform their behavior.

Scheduling Observability: Our work with ViperProbe highlighted the challenges for monitoring co-located services independently. We theorize that modern schedulers [66, 71] could incorporate observability criteria when making placement decisions. Provided constraints inherent to eBPF, colocating services which share little overlapping critical paths, as is often done for service performance, can significantly alter ViperProbe performance. Work in this area has generally scheduled services with similar performance requirements (e.g. CPU or Memory heavy) on separate nodes for performance optimization. We are intrigued to see if work in this area might improve observability performance.

Broader Applicability of ViperProbe: We view ViperProbe as part of a larger body of work aimed at improving the depth, scope and precision of microservices performance-oriented management. For example, ViperProbe can expand the set of metrics used by existing systems [38, 48, 65] for decision making. With some systems [65], ViperProbe will allow for better microservices placement, for others [38, 48], ViperProbe will improve the prediction accuracy of QoS violations and performance degradation. For other systems [26, 70], ViperProbe will expand the set of levels and configurability of metrics being collected. We are eager to explore additional ways that ViperProbe can be used to improve existing microservice management frameworks.

eBPF super-(sorta)-powers: The growth and popularity of eBPF has prompt many to view the framework as the de-facto future of system monitoring. While we agree eBPF is extraordinarily powerful, we caution this optimism given the challenges that we faced. Given the limitations on how broadly kprobes attach, it is challenging to limit overheads for docker containers. Further, our tests showed sampling inside eBPF programs had limited effect reducing overheads. These challenges make deploying long-term, critical path, eBPF-based monitoring expensive relative to other tools. We believe that future work could explore this juxtaposition between the co-location of services in microservices and the system wide nature of eBPF.

More Efficient System Design: Our current prototype of ViperProbe is based on Python, which introduces its own significant overhead. We plan to explore implementations in other languages such as Go or C++ which consume less resources.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents our work on ViperProbe and servicemesh observability. Our work focuses on developing a more robust, configurable metric engine for microservices. ViperProbe is, to the best of our knowledge, the first and only eBPF-based high performance monitoring tool specifically aimed at the servicemesh. Through our work, we have highlighted both the increased heterogeneity of services and uniformity of the accompanying design patterns included with the servicemesh. Using offline analysis for these services and shared software, ViperProbe produces low-level, highly informative metrics per-service. We developed a general framework for eBPF metrics and implemented a variety for our evaluation. In our evaluation, we explored runtime trade offs for the tool, explained challenges with eBPF performance, and presented use cases for the tool. With the increased adoption and scale of the servicemesh, microservice-oriented tools like ViperProbe offer practical solutions.
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